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Abstract
Purpose Evidence suggests that the distinctive relational qualities of peer support—compared to clinical-patient relationships—can be eroded in regulated healthcare environments. Measurement of fidelity in trials of peer support is lacking. This
paper reports the development and testing of a fidelity index for one-to-one peer support in mental health services, designed
to assess fidelity to principles that characterise the distinctiveness of peer support.
Methods A draft index was developed using expert panels of service user researchers and people doing peer support,
informed by an evidence-based, peer support principles framework. Two rounds of testing took place in 24 mental health
services providing peer support in a range of settings. Fidelity was assessed through interviews with peer workers, their
supervisors and people receiving peer support. Responses were tested for spread and internal consistency, independently
double rated for inter-rater reliability, with feedback from interviewees and service user researchers used to refine the index.
Results A fidelity index for one-to-one peer support in mental health services was produced with good psychometric properties. Fidelity is assessed in four principle-based domains; building trusting relationships based on shared lived experience;
reciprocity and mutuality; leadership, choice and control; building strengths and making connections to community.
Conclusions The index offers potential to improve the evidence base for peer support in mental health services, enabling
future trials to assess fidelity of interventions to peer support principles, and service providers a means of ensuring that peer
support retains its distinctive qualities as it is introduced into mental health services.
Keywords Peer support · Fidelity index · Community mental health · Randomised controlled trials · Social support ·
Validation study

Background
In recent years peer support has been introduced into formal
mental health services internationally, often in the form of
the ‘peer worker’ role, whereby an individual with personal
experience of using mental health services is trained and
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employed to explicitly use that experience in supporting
others currently using services (their peers). It has been
widely argued that peer support in mental health services is
grounded in peer-to-peer relationships that are highly distinctive from clinician–patient relationships, with peer-topeer relationships underpinned by: a sense of connection
between peers based on a recognition of shared experiences
[1]; reciprocity in the relationship whereby both parties learn
from each other [2]; the validation and exchange of experiential, rather than professionally acquired knowledge [3].
However, research has indicated that organisational factors
relating to implementation of peer support can impact on the
extent to which peer workers feel able to make use of their
personal experiences in supporting others [4]. It is possible
that a resulting lack of distinctiveness of peer support—compared to other forms of mental health support—explains, at
least in part, why reviews of peer support interventions have
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largely indicated that peer support is ‘no better or worse’
than similar work done by other mental health workers [5,
6]. A recent review of peer support in mental health services
concludes both that good measures of fidelity of peer support interventions are needed, and that a lack of attention to
fidelity to the core principles underpinning the distinctiveness of peer support limits the usefulness of current peer
support research to policy makers and practitioners [7].
Treatment fidelity in healthcare outcomes research is
classically defined as ‘confirmation that the manipulation of
the independent variable occurred as planned’ [8], or more
broadly, that a treatment is both implemented as intended,
and is demonstrably differentiated from an alternative treatment condition, including treatment as usually provided.
Measurement of intervention fidelity, through development and use of a scale or index, helps ensure the internal
validity of outcomes research, can account for negative or
ambiguous findings, enables documentation of deviation or
differences in the implementation of an intervention, supports study replication and meta-analyses, and can act as
a moderating variable to explain variance in outcomes [9].
Where an intervention is complex—where there are multiple
active ingredients that comprise an intervention—a fidelity
index should operationalise that complexity. Accordingly, it
is recommended that a number of elements of fidelity should
be assessed in addition to delivery of the intervention; for
example, that the training and supervision of staff delivering the intervention should also be assessed as a key fidelity
ingredient [9]. Psychosocial interventions in healthcare are
necessarily complex as they assume that human qualities,
including social or relational mechanisms—e.g., between
patient and clinician—are an active ingredient of the intervention. For example, the chronic care model for managing long-term conditions [10] assumes that the ‘activated
patient’ and ‘informed clinician’ are the important components of an intervention, alongside any self-management
tools that might be utilised. As a result, measurement of
fidelity of chronic care interventions typically assesses not
only the utilisation of tools in accordance with an intervention manual but also the level of responsiveness to the intervention of both patient and clinician [11, 12].
If the distinctive qualities of peer-to-peer relationships are
core to the way in which a peer support intervention works,
it is therefore, not sufficient to define fidelity in terms of, for
example, how often or for how long peers meet, or the extent
to which they make use of manualised tools. Measurement
of fidelity of peer support should also seek to assess fidelity
to principles that characterise peer-to-peer relationships [13,
14]. However, measurement of fidelity in the evaluation of
peer support remains the exception rather than the norm. A
fidelity tool for the evaluation of peer respite services in the
US [15] tested 46 items in the domains of structure, environment, belief systems, peer support, education and advocacy.
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The fidelity of delivery of a mental illness management and
recovery programme by peer workers was compared with
delivery of the same programme by mental health professionals [16], but the fidelity of peer support itself was not
tested. Chinman et al. [17] note a lack of evidence offering
insight into whether the absence of effect demonstrated in
a number of recent trials of peer support interventions is
attributable to ineffective peer support or to the peer support
not having been delivered as intended. They have undertaken
preliminary work to develop a measure of fidelity of delivery of peer specialist services, across various mental health
settings, in two content areas; delivery of peer specialist
activities, and implementation factors that support or hamper
delivery [17], with early findings demonstrating appropriateness of using self-report questionnaires with peer specialists
and their supervisors as an approach to testing fidelity.
Nonetheless, the focus of these tools remains largely on
the delivery of intervention activity (what peer workers
do). A need remains for a study that develops and tests a
measure of fidelity of peer support in mental health services that explicitly assesses the extent to which fidelity to
the principles that define the distinctiveness of peer support (compared to other forms of mental health support) is
demonstrated.

Method
Study design
This paper reports a study that develops and tests a ‘principle-based’ fidelity index for one-to-one peer support in
mental health services. The fidelity study was part of a larger
programme of research to develop and trial peer support for
discharge from inpatient to community mental health care
[18]. The study follows a full cycle of fidelity index development; identifying and specifying fidelity criteria, measuring
fidelity, and assessing the reliability and validity of fidelity
criteria [19].
It has been recommended that the theory or framework
underpinning an intervention should be specified in any
manuals or guidelines for delivering the intervention, and
should also inform assessment of fidelity [9]. The development of the intervention being tested here was underpinned
by a ‘principles of peer support’ framework [20] designed to
guide implementation of peer support values into practice.
The principles were developed through systematic review of
the informal and formal research literature on peer support,
and consensus workshops with an expert panel that were
independent from the research team. Three panel members
had worked as peer workers and/or led peer support services in the National Health Service in England, two led peer
support services in the not-for-profit section, and five had
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undertaken research about peer support and mental health,
including research from a service user or survivor perspective [20].

Item development
We held two workshops to generate items for the index, one
each with the expert panel that helped develop the principles framework and with members of the multidisciplinary
research team. We began by identifying fidelity criteria;
statements about the peer worker role and how peer support
worked in practice, whereby, agreement with the statement
would signify adherence to the principles. We asked workshop members to identify criteria that applied to each of the
five principles from the framework: (1) relationships based
on shared lived experience; (2) reciprocity and mutuality; (3)
validating experiential knowledge; (4) leadership, choice and
control; (5) discovering strengths and making connections
[20]. We also asked for criteria that applied to (a) recruitment of peer workers, (b) training of peer workers, (c) delivery of peer support, (d) supervision and support for peer
workers, (e) organisational support for the peer worker role.
Our previous research about peer support had indicated
that different stakeholders could have very different attitudes towards what was important about peer support [21].
We, therefore, took a ‘360°’ approach in assessing fidelity
and asked for criteria that might be relevant to peer workers, the people they supported (referred to hereafter as supported peers), peer workers’ supervisors or coordinators
and the clinical staff or mental health workers they worked
alongside, as well as items that might refer to documentation about the peer worker role (including peer worker role
descriptions, training materials, service specifications and
organisational policy documents).
We combined similar criteria suggested by both workshops, refined wording and grouped criteria under our five
principles (the principles became the domains of the index).
We operationalised criteria as items in the fidelity index by
writing simple statements for each criterion, to be rated on
a Likert scale, as indicators of adherence to the criterion.
Where a criterion was relevant to more than one stakeholder
(e.g. peer workers and the people they supported), or might
also be assessed through documentary evidence, we wrote
a statement for each source of data. As a result, some criteria were assessed through multiple items. The index was
split into two sections, Setup and Delivery, so that we could
assess fidelity to principles in the setting up of a new peer
worker intervention and in the ongoing delivery of peer support. Items that assessed the recruitment and training of peer
workers, and some aspects of organisational support for the
peer worker role constituted the Setup section of the index;
items that assessed delivery of peer support, supervision and

support for peer workers and other aspects of organisational
support constituted the Delivery section.

Operationalising the index
We used semi-structured interviews and a researcher-rated
approach to operationalise the index, rather than inviting
respondents to self-rate each item using a Likert scale. This
was because researchers working on other aspects of our
peer support research programme [18] reported that most
research participants were generally positively disposed
to peer support and that their initial responses to research
questions was often positive, whereas, they might give more
nuanced or critical answers when questioned in more depth.
We felt as a result that a more open interview schedule
would allow these more nuanced responses to emerge, avoiding potential attitudinal bias and increasing the validity of
the index, although this would mean that we would need to
test the inter-rater reliability of the index. As such, for each
of the four stakeholder groups, we wrote semi-structured
interview schedules designed to elicit data about each item
that applied to that group. We produced a set of guidelines
for researchers for undertaking the interviews and for rating
responses using 5-point Likert scales. Guidance also covered
collecting and rating data from documents.

Preliminary testing and modifying the index
Interviews (at least one for each stakeholder group) were
completed by telephone with 17 services that employed peer
workers in one-to-one peer support roles. Services were in
the statutory and not-for-profit sectors, inpatient and community mental health service settings, and with people with
a range of different mental health diagnoses and experiences.
All interviews were undertaken by service user researchers—researchers working from a perspective of having used
mental health services—whose insight into conducting
interviews and rating data was key to modifying the index.
Documentary data were collected for each service, as listed
above, as available. All interviews and documents were rated
by the researcher collecting the evidence. Interviews were
audio recorded and double rated, where we had a complete
set for a service (at least one interview from each of the four
stakeholder groups). Interviews also elicited feedback about
the relevance of the schedule to respondents’ experiences of
peer support. Document sets were double rated where these
were complete enough to allow all items to be rated.
Ratings of each item were assessed for spread of
responses and inter-rater reliability (IRR), calculated
using intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs). As two
researchers from a pool of five completed ratings for each
double-rated item a two-way random effects model was
used to calculate the ICCs, assuming absolute agreement.
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We used the criteria given by Cicchetti [22] to interpret the
acceptability of the estimated ICC’s; poor < 0.40, 0.40—
fair—0.59, 0.60—good—0.74, 0.75 + excellent.
Items were retained where spread of response was good
(responses were given in at least three of the five Likert
categories) and where IRR was at least good. Items were
dropped from the schedule where spread of responses
was poor (100% of responses were in either the lower
or upper two categories) or where ICC was below 0.30.
However, we were mindful in dropping items to ensure
that the index still adequately incorporated the range of
content within each domain. We met as a team to discuss content validity of the index with reference to the
principles of peer support framework [20] and, where
IRR was intermediate (0.30 < ICC < 0.59) and where the
team felt it was important to retain the item to ensure that
domains were adequately covered, anchors were developed to enable more reliable rating of Likert statements for
those items. Anchors were based on participant feedback
on interviews and on researchers’ experiences of rating
responses. Minor changes to schedule wording were made,
based on participant feedback and researcher experience
of undertaking the interviews, so that elicited data might
be more focused on criteria being rated. So that a consistent approach could be applied across the index and
to improve reliability, anchors were then developed for
all retained questions, with short guidance notes as necessary. Researchers reported that it had proved difficult
to define anchors for the ‘slightly disagree’ and ‘slightly
agree’ points on a five-point scale and so we moved to a
three-point scale for all items.

Retesting the modified index
We selected 10 sets of interviews from the original 17 for retesting; those which had a full set of sources (supported peer,
peer worker, and so on). We conducted interviews, using the
modified schedule, with seven additional services providing peer support in our ongoing trial [18]. All 17 sets of
interviews and documents were double rated using the new
guidance and anchors. Researchers were assigned to rate
and re-rate interviews and documents so that no researcher
rated data they had rated in preliminary testing. In this modified version, analysis was conducted to establish the IRR
and internal consistency (IC) of domain and total scores (all
items had sufficient spread of response). IRR was assessed
as described above. IC was assessed by Cronbach’s alpha
statistics, and is considered acceptable if >  = 0.7. Median,
lower quartile (LQ) and upper quartile (UQ) domain and
total scores are also reported. Further modifications were
then carried out to produce a reliable and valid tool, as
described below.
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Results
As a result of the workshops we identified 39 fidelity criteria. A total of 10 criteria applied to principle 1, eight to
principle 2, seven to principle 3, seven to principle 4 and
seven to principle 5. We arranged the index in two parts:
set-up (18 criteria) and delivery (21 criteria). Several criteria were rated using multiple sources, giving a total of
103 items across all sources. There were 49 items in the
set-up part of the index and 54 items concerning delivery
of peer support.
Eleven items in the set-up part of the index were rated
from documentary data. Thirty-six items were rated from
interviews with peer workers (17 set-up and 19 delivery),
32 items from interviews with peer worker coordinators
(19 set-up and 13 delivery) and six items from interview
with mental health workers (2 set-up and 4 delivery).
Eighteen items were rated from interviews with supported
peers, all from the delivery part of the index. An example
from domain 1 of the draft index covering set-up of the
peer worker role, detailing criteria, items, statements, data
sources and anchors, is given in Fig. 1 below.

Preliminary testing
In preliminary testing, 57 interviews from 17 services
were completed with 42 interviews double rated, as shown
in Table 1 below. All interviews were used in analysis of
spread of responses and for feedback on the interview and
rating processes. Documents from 14 services were collected with nine document sets sufficiently complete to be
double rated. Spread of responses for ratings of each item
is given in online Supplementary Tables S1 and S2. ICC
statistics as a measure of inter-rater reliability, for each
double-rated data source, are also given in Tables S1 and
S2. Also indicated are which items were dropped from the
index, which retained and which modified.
All items for mental health workers were dropped (and
therefore the mental health worker interview schedule
dropped). This was in part because spread of ratings of
responses to these items was uneven—responses were
more likely to be rated as positive—and in part because
IRR scores for these items were poor. Researchers reported
that it was sometimes hard to identify a mental health
worker who had had sufficient contact with peer support
to be able to answer questions meaningfully, and that some
mental health workers perhaps wanted the service to be
seen in a positive light. As such we felt that these items did
not contribute to a reliable assessment of fidelity. As noted
above, in dropping the mental health worker schedule we
checked that criteria explored in these items were covered

Social Psychiatry and Psychiatric Epidemiology

Criterion

Indicator

Item
Number

Principle / domain

1. Support the building of safe and trusng relaonships based on shared lived
experience as fundamental to peer support

Anchors

1.1 Clear definion of lived
experience provided in role
descripon

Clear definion provided (score 3)
some definion provided (score 2)
no definion provided (score 1)

1.1D

1.2 Peer worker training
includes a focus on building
trusng relaonships based
on shared lived experience

The focus on sharing lived experience in the training
materials is:
substanal (score 3)
some focus (score 2)
no focus (score 1)

1.2D

Criteria

Statements

Score

1.2aPW
At the end of the training I had a good understanding
of issues around trust in peer support rela onships
(taking me, being led by the peer at their own pace,
no cing what topics are okay to discuss and in what
way, seng clear boundaries and expecta ons, being
trustworthy).
I didn’t have a good understanding of issues around
Item numbers and data sources
trust by the end of the training (score 1)
D – documents
Training provided a basic understanding of issues
PWC – Peer worker coordinator
around trust but more detail was required and more PW – Peer worker
opportunity to explore different issues (not all covered)
(score 2)
The training gave me a good understanding of issues
around trust and covered the areas I needed (score 3)
In training, issues around sharing lived experience in
the peer worker role were covered thoroughly.
Not covered at all (score 3)
Some understanding of sharing lived experience – e.g.
sharing your ‘story’ (score 2)
Issues around sharing lived experience were thoroughly
covered – how/when/why to share, trainees pracced
sharing lived experience with one another, range of case
scenarios discussed (score 1)
1.2b At the end of the training I had a good
understanding of issues around sharing lived
experience in the peer worker role (knowing how,
when and why to share – should always be for the
benefit of the supported peer).
Not covered at all or very lile discussion of
how/when/why to share (score 3)
Some understanding of sharing lived experience by the
end of training, need more me to explore some issues
(score 2)
Very good understanding of sharing lived experience
(how/when/why) – feel fully prepared to do this in the
role due to the training (score 1)

1.2bPWC

1.2bPW

Fig. 1  Example of fidelity index structure
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Table 1  Sources of data for preliminary testing

Documents
Supported peer
Peer worker
Peer worker coordinator
Mental health worker

1st rating

2nd rating

14
12
16
14
15

9
12
12
10
8

in questions asked of other stakeholder groups (and that
the overall content validity of the index was maintained).
Eleven items in the set-up section were deleted, nine due
to poor IRR (one of which was a mental health worker interview question), one due to high rate of non-response and one
further mental health worker question. Eleven further items
had low IRR, but were considered key concepts so questions
were reworded and anchors developed. One further question
was reworded for clarity. One item—about mutuality and
reciprocity—was split into two separate items as researchers
found responses hard to rate as a single item. In the Delivery
section 21 items were deleted, 17 due to poor IRR and four
because they were asked of mental health workers. A new
item was created for criterion 1.2, to be rated using data
collected in the supported peer interview, as all other items
for that criterion were deleted and the team felt that there
were sufficient data in the SP interview to reliably rate the
criterion. Questions for 19 items were reworded for clarity.

Retesting
For the retesting of the revised index, data from 17 services
were rated for the Setup section, 14 for the Delivery section.

Three of the additional services had not been operating long
enough for the Delivery of their service to be assessed. In
the revised index 39 items were rated in the Setup section,
13 from interviews with peer worker coordinators, 15 with
peer workers, and 11 from documents. In the Delivery section 34 items were rated, nine from interviews with peer
worker coordinators, 11 with peer workers and 14 with supported peers.
Descriptive statistics (Table 2) indicate that there is a
greater spread of responses in the Setup section of the index.
The spread of response is very low in the Delivery section
with median scores tending to be closer to the UQ than the
LQ.
ICC statistics for the Setup section (Table 2) of the
index are categorised as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ (all > 0.6)
for the five domains and total score. IC was very low for
the third domain perhaps because the domain has only two
items, from different sources, peer workers and documentary evidence. The IRR for the peer worker item was low
(ICC = 0.37) so when this item was deleted this left only the
documentary item which had an ICC of 0.75. The IC for the
fourth domain just failed to reach the acceptable threshold.
For the Delivery section the reliability statistics were,
on the whole, not acceptable. Only one domain reached an
acceptable level of ICC. Internal consistency was acceptable
for the first domain and the total score.

Final modification
It was decided to repeat an assessment of the IRR of the
individual items in the delivery section (online Supplementary Table S3). In this, further modification of the Delivery
section items with more than two missing observations or

Table 2  Descriptive, inter-rater reliability and internal consistency statistics for revised fidelity index
Principle
Setup, n = 17
Relationships based on shared lived experience
Mutuality and reciprocity
Validating of experiential knowledge
Leadership, choice and control
Discovering strengths and making connections
Total setup
Delivery, n = 14
Relationships based on shared lived experience
Mutuality and reciprocity
Validating of experiential knowledge
Leadership, choice and control
Discovering strengths and making connections
Total

# items

Median

LQ, UQ

ICC

IC

10
11
2
5
11
39

22
24
5
12
24
87

17–25
17–28
4–6
9–13
17–30
58–97

0.73 (0.39, 0.89
0.77 (0.47, 0.91)
0.71 (0.36, 0.88)
0.62 (0.20, 0.84)
0.85 (0.63, 0.94)
0.80 (0.53, 0.92)

0.88
0.89
− 0.13
0.66
0.94
0.97

12
10
3
4
5
34

28
19
6
9
10.5
71

25–30
18–22
4–7
7–10
9–13
68–72

0.48 (− 0.02, 0.80)
0.52 (− 0.01, 0.82)
0.20 (− 0.35, 0.64)
0.75 (0.37, 0.91)
0.58 (0.10, 0.84)
0.53 (0.04, 0.82)

LQ lower quartile, UQ upper quartile, ICC intra-class correlation coefficient, IC internal consistency
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0.70
0.51
0.36
0.53
0.38
0.89
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an ICC < 0.4 (poor) were deleted. Two supported peer items
were deleted, one for peer worker coordinators and six for
peer workers.
Only one item was removed from the Setup section in
Table 3 causing small changes to the total score. In the modified Delivery section all ICCs reach the ‘good’ categorisation for IRR apart from, marginally, the fifth domain. Only
the total score had an acceptable IC, 0.81. The ICC and
IC estimates were also calculated for the overall index. The
third domain was removed as it retained only a single item.
ICCs were all 0.67 or above and IC estimates all acceptable
except for the Leadership, choice and control domain.

Discussion
The final version of the principle-based fidelity index for
peer support interventions in mental health services developed in this study demonstrated acceptable psychometric
properties when tested in a range of different peer support
services. The combined index—incorporating a measure
of the fidelity of both the setup and delivery of peer support—demonstrated good inter-rater reliability across four
domains: sense of connection based on shared lived experience; relationships characterised by mutuality and reciprocity; peers’ ability to exercise leadership, choice and control
in the way peer support takes place; peer support focused on
discovering individual strengths and making connections to
community. Internal consistency was good overall and in

three of the four domains. We suggest that internal consistency might be low in the ‘leadership, choice and control’
domain as items explored these constructs at a range of levels, personal, inter-personal and organisational, although
this would warrant further investigation. The psychometric
properties of the setup portion of the index are good overall
and across all four domains, and are good overall for the
delivery portion of the index. We removed the ‘validating
experiential knowledge’ domain from the index. We reflect
that the constructs articulated here were perhaps too abstract
to be reliably explored and rated using the index. We note
that removing this domain potentially impacts on the overall
content validity of the index in relation to the principles of
peer support framework [20]. However, we suggest that the
importance of shared, experiential learning in the peer support relationship [2] is sufficiently covered by the criteria
rated in the ‘mutuality and reciprocity’ domain.

Strengths and weaknesses
This was a thorough, coherent process of fidelity index
development, assessing fidelity in a broader range of
domains than structural aspects of intervention delivery
alone and informed by the same theoretical framework that
underpinned the intervention [9]. We report the full cycle of
fidelity index development, including identification of fidelity items, operationalisation and robust statistical testing of
the index [19].

Table 3  Descriptive, inter-rater reliability and internal consistency statistics for modified revised fidelity index
Principle
Setup, n = 17
Relationships based on shared lived experience
Mutuality and reciprocity
Leadership, choice and control
Discovering strengths and making connections
Total setup
Delivery, n = 14
Relationships based on shared lived experience
Mutuality and reciprocity
Leadership, choice and control
Discovering strengths and making connections
Total
Combined index, n = 14
Relationships based on shared lived experience
Mutuality and reciprocity
Leadership, choice and control
Discovering strengths and making connections
Total

# data sources

Median

LQ, UQ

ICC

IC

17–25
17–28
9–13
17–30
51–90.5

0.75 (0.43, 0.90)
0.77 (0.47, 0.91)
0.62 (0.20, 0.84)
0.85 (0.63, 0.94)
0.82 (0.58, 0.93)

0.88
0.89
0.66
0.94
0.97

10
11
5
11
38

22
24
12
24
77

8
8
4
5
25

19
15
9
10.5
52.5

16.3–20.3
13.8–16.5
7–10
8.8–13
48.3–55

0.72 (0.33, 0.90)
0.65 (0.22, 0.87)
0.75 (0.37, 0.91)
0.58 (0.10, 0.84)
0.69 (0.29, 0.89)

0.61
0.48
0.53
0.38
0.81

18
19
9
16
62

38
36.5
20
29.5
122.5

32–43.3
30.5–42.8
14.8–23
25.5–39.3
100.8–145.8

0.74 (0.38, 0.91)
0.70 (0.31, 0.89)
0.67 (0.23, 0.88)
0.78 (0.44, 0.92)
0.75 (0.41, 0.91)

0.81
0.82
0.23
0.90
0.95

LQ lower quartile, UQ upper quartile, ICC intra-class correlation coefficient, IC internal consistency
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We acknowledge that changes made to interview schedules during index development, although minor, could not be
applied retrospectively to the first set of interviews when we
retested the index. However, those changes were designed
to ensure that data elicited were more clearly focused on
the criteria to be rated and as such subsequent results are
perhaps more likely to have underestimated reliability. Heterogeneity in the peer support interventions we included in
testing is also likely to have impacted reliability of observed
ratings; i.e. if we had only tested the index in, for example,
peer support provided in community mental health services
in the statutory sector, we might have observed higher IRR.
However, that same heterogeneity enables us to suggest that
the validity of our index, as indicated above, extends to a
range of peer support interventions across clinical settings
and organisational contexts. The inclusion, in our expert
panel, of people with expertise in peer support in a wide
range of contexts—and especially the role the panel played
in generating items for the index—hopefully supports that
extended validity. That the measurement of fidelity is based
on the responses of people receiving, providing and supervising peer support potentially lends additional validity to
the index.
We note that further testing of the internal structure of
the index, for example through a confirmatory factor analysis, might provide additional evidence of the validity of the
index. This might usefully be undertaken were the index to
be applied to a larger sample in future studies. Similarly, to
establish construct validity for the index, it would be necessary to explore the relationship between fidelity scores
for groups of participants or peer support services, and outcomes that might be expected to be associated with fidelity.
Again, this might be undertaken as part of further research
to fully establish the psychometric properties of the index.
On balance we feel that using the index offers a good overall
measure of principle-based fidelity of peer support interventions in mental health services, and across four specific
domains related to those principles [20].

Implications
This study adds to existing contributions in assessing the
fidelity of peer support interventions in mental health services [15–17] and makes a novel contribution in that our
index assesses the fidelity of peer support interventions to
principles that characterise the peer support relationship as
distinct from clinician-patient relationships in mental health
services. The index provides a means of measuring the
extent to which peer support is being delivered in a way that
is demonstrably different from care as usual, and is therefore,
likely to help in the interpretation of evaluations of peer
support interventions, addressing limitations to the evidence
base for peer support hitherto identified [5, 6].
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The index also enables fidelity to principles in the setting
up of a new peer support initiative to be measured, as well
as the ongoing delivery of an existing peer support intervention. Given that a number of items relate to the training
of peer workers [9], the Set-up section of the index might
also be used following the training of a new cohort of peer
workers to an existing initiative. The index also offers service commissioners and providers a way of assessing and
ensuring that the distinctive qualities of peer support are
supported and retained, especially in highly regulated health
service environments [21, 23], reflecting calls made internationally for standards to be applied to the delivery of peer
support in mental health services [14]. The index is timely,
therefore, as mental health workforce policy stipulates the
introduction of large numbers of new peer workers into
mental health services [24, 25], providing an opportunity
to ensure that these developments are informed by the best
available evidence.
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